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bone I keep / bone I palm
into the ocean / bone brightens
coral / white as light / stripes
my hands / guilty with forgetting
your brown / I daydream
how / fully the body founders
and leavens / bone slides
against the waves / of aurora
swelling ossuaries / tip over
my shins / in the brackish
how quickly you cross / vistas
with marrow / the red and yellow
hissing / in your bones / reduced
to wavebreak / my ankle like a rock
licked / raw with hope

Flank

About Jet Fuel Review
Jet Fuel Review is a student-run, facultyadvised literary journal that achieves to
publish contemporary poetry, fiction,
creative nonfiction, and artwork
biannually. Founded by Lewis University
alumna Mary Egan in 2011, Jet Fuel
Review is currently operated by Lewis
students, alumni, and volunteers under
the guidance of Drs. Simone Muench and
Jackie White. Based out of Lewis’
Romeoville campus, the editors seek to
publish literature and artwork that is
experimental, fresh, and gives voice to
the diversity of human experiences. As
an online publication, Jet Fuel Review
hopes to reach people in all parts of the
globe in order to spread literature and
artwork to all. Jet Fuel Review’s goal is to
create a writer’s community, maintain a
blog that is connected to the journal’s
website, and publish quality writing and
artwork that is reflective of what we
value as editors, but most importantly,
reflective of what it means to be human.
Our 15th and most recent issue was just
launched in May and we hope to
continue our dedication to the dispersing
of literature and artwork for as long as
there is a such thing as the written word.
Submissions for our Fall 2018 issue are
open August 15—October 15 where you
can submit your work to us on our
Submittable page. In the upcoming
pages, you will be able to view some of
our favorite pieces from our recent
issues that can also be found on our
website along with the link to our
ancillary arts blog. Like us on Facebook,
follow us on Twitter, but most
importantly, be literary.

Shivanee Ramlochan (Issue #14)
Let’s tell ourselves the truth:
we make this love,
this farm,
this marriage,
by disjointing
the mouth of the horse,
sonneting him wild,
leaving his supple flanks
dismembered in the barn.
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Let me be honest. I love you
like I fear
God.
A part of me is always
severe and coltish under your gaze,
a partition
in me swinging like the hips of the sea,
swearing:
I’m open, I’m open, I’m open. Come
drown me in my own wetness. Come,
hear me thank you for the ruined coastline
of pulse.
Lord, if you’re honest,
you know I prayed for
you. Not equine with pride,
rather on my knees:
alert to the scold of my own virginity, deribboning,
unboning my purity as original myth.
One of these things does not exist,
hymen or
hysteria.
Test which.
I could tell you I love you as the virgin loves,
or I could bring you the flanks of the horse,
blood ready and whistling.
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